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Passion and relentless research dictate
ccess in local author's rst book deal
by Cormac Dodd
Jannet Walsh was surprised to
learn her rst effort at publication resulted in a book deal with a Maine-

based publisher.
Through the lens of the coronavirus pandemic, so much had taken
on a strange tint, likely exacerbated

where her ancestors lived prior to

landing in rural Minnesota, the tra-

immigration, particularly Killarney,

jectory, it must be said, of many of
those who were offered resettlement
in the Murdock/DeGraff area on low
cost farmland.

Ireland, a popular stopover today for

travelers of the Ring of Kerry scenic
drive.
Now production of "HiggledyPiggledy Stones: Family Stories

where her father was raised, one of
the principle characters in the text
she now revises ahead of publica-

from Ireland and Minnesota" is
slated for this year, but in a work
done in the non- ction quest genre,
editing is an interminable process of
fact checking and overall diligence,
weeding out lapses in grammar.

tion.
The pandemicmakesthings
blurry. I kind ofhadforgotten Id
written a book. A friend of mine

equally as affected by the pandemic
as other industries -- perhaps more
--backlogs have been the norm. In

by the fact she was living in a house

knows the publishing house and

suggested I pitch the book to them,"
Walshsaid.
Things went from there, when
Shanti Arts Publishing accepted the
creative analysis of familial connections, framed as a journey as discoveries are made by the author. During
her stint as an associate professor at
St. Cloud State University, she was
participating in a low residency MFA

rogram at Augsburg, located in the
Twin Cities, re ning her craft as a

writer of creativenon ction.
The bulk of the book was penned
in this period, on the back of
detailed research, and of a special
interest taken by Walsh in places

And inapublishingworld

They were Catholics in an Ireland

ruled by the Anglican gentry, and the
impoverished had stones marking
their graves. They were urban-dwelling Catholics who sought a brighter
future elsewhere, away from slums.
Ireland's tumultuous history
has long been a passion for Walsh
She has been to Ireland ve times
herself, experiences that informed

this book.

"My research has been focused
on nding out the 200 years history

particular this has been true of the
small presses. But Walsh remains
optimistic amid her rst experience
Dublishing

of my family. They left notbecause
they wanted to but because they had
to. They had to leave Ireland before
the great famine," she said.

FAtthe SwiftCounty
Historical
Society, July 14th at noon, Walsh

5

feltlikeshe
w making
ewers discoveries
saidshe
felt like she was

will give a talkfocusingon the

subjects that have consumed her in
the composition of her rst book.
In laboring over baptism, marital
and travel records in order to better
understand family, she encourages
others to seek information regarding
their own past.
The book itself follows Walsh's
research-intensiveexcavations of

along with me as she read," Walsh
said of Higgledy-Piggledy Stones

"It's me telling the story of my family history."
The mystery lies in what is
unknown- black holes, as it were.
Yet Walsh was quick to note she
discovered nothing scandalous in
documenting the 200-year history.
Walsh's father, though raised in

family history as she assembles a

timeline beginning in Killarney and

(Continued on page 4)

Jannet Walsh posed on the porch of the historic Murdock
House. Not coincidently, she has a passion for history, including
her family's ties to the community where her father was raised.

City continuing its pursuit of tidiness... long grass and demolition rubble are next in their sights
by Kari Jo Almen
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